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ABSTRACT
Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH), a particle-based,

meshless method originally developed for modeling astrophysi-
cal problems, is being increasingly used for modeling fluid me-
chanics and solid mechanics problems. Due to its advantages
over grid-based methods in handling of large deformations and
crack formation, SPH method is increasingly being applied to
model material removal processes. However, SPH method is
computationally expensive. One way to reduce the computa-
tional time is to partition the domain into two parts, where in
one segment undergoing large deformations and material sepa-
ration, the SPH method is used and in the second segment, the
conventional finite element (FE) mesh is used.

In this work, the accuracy of this approach is investigated
in the context of orthogonal cutting. The high deformation zone
(where chips form and curl) is meshed with the SPH method,
while the rest of the workpiece is modeled using the FE method.
At the interface, SPH particles are coupled with FE mesh for
smooth transfer of stress and displacement. The boundary con-
ditions are applied to tool and FE zone of the workpiece. First,
the SPH model (workpiece fully discretized by SPH) is validated.
This is followed by a comparison of the results from the cou-
pled SPH-FE model with the SPH model. The coupled SPH-FE
model is developed using the same material parameters and ma-
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chining conditions. A comparison of the chip profile, the cutting
force, the von Mises stress and the damage parameter show that
the coupled SPH-FE model reproduces the SPH model results
accurately. However, the SPH-FE model takes almost 40% less
time to run, a significant gain over the SPH model. Similar re-
duction in computation time is observed for the micro-cutting
application (depth of cut of 300 nm). Based on these results, it
is concluded that coupling SPH with FEM in machining mod-
els decreases simulation time significantly while producing ac-
curate results. This becomes more significant for the modeling
three-dimensional machining problems efficiently.

INTRODUCTION
The finite element method is the most commonly used

method for modeling machining processes. However, the method
suffers from several drawbacks depending on the approach used:
Lagrangian, Eulerian or Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE)
formulations. In the Lagrangian formulation [1], the mesh is
fixed to the geometry and therefore, severe mesh distortion is
an issue. A work-around is to use the element deletion technique
which leads to the problem of mass loss. In the Eulerian formula-
tion [2], the mesh is fixed in space and thus requires an advance
knowledge of chip geometry. The ALE formulation [3] incor-
porates the benefits of both the approaches, but requires frequent
remeshing in the high deformation zones and hence, high compu-
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tational cost. Another challenge with these methods is the need
to prescribe, a priori, the path of failure to model chip separation.

Due to these disadvantages, the smoothed particle hydro-
dynamics method (SPH), originally developed in the late 1970s
for modeling astrophysical problems [4], has attracted the atten-
tion of many researchers as an alternative to the finite element
method. The SPH method is a Lagrangian, particle-based, mesh-
less method that has several advantages over the grid-based ap-
proaches. High strains occurring in machining are easily mod-
eled due to the meshless nature of the method. Particles undergo-
ing deformation move without any topological restrictions. Fur-
thermore, a separation model or contact model is not required in
the SPH method with the relative motion of the particles with re-
spect to each other and with respect to the tool surface creating a
“natural” chip-workpiece separation.

A drawback of SPH however is that the computational time
for simulations depends on the number of particles in the support
domain, discussed in more detail in a later section, of each parti-
cle. The higher the number of particles in this domain, the longer
the job takes to run. This can be a severe impediment to consider-
ing realistic models of a machining process and obtaining accu-
rate results. To address this concern, in the present work, a cou-
pled SPH-FE model is proposed where the SPH model is used
for the region where severe deformations and material removal
takes place and the FE model is used for the rest of the work-
piece. The results from this model are compared with a validated
fully-SPH model. Based on the comparisons, it is concluded the
combined SPH-FE model predicts essentially the same results as
the SPH model while taking significantly less time to run.

In the following, the methodology and the results used to
reach this prediction are presented along with a brief overview
of some of the prior work in the SPH modeling of metal cutting.

1 Prior SPH Studies of Cutting
Orthogonal machining using SPH has been studied by vari-

ous researchers. Limido et al. [5] compared the 2D orthogonal
machining SPH model for machining with commercial package
AdvantEdge and experiments to study the advantages of SPH,
namely meshless nature for handing high strains, chip workpiece
separation and modeling of friction as particle interaction. Chip
morphology and cutting forces are the validation criteria. The
SPH model is able to predict continuous and shear localized
chips and all the steps of its formation. The cutting forces agree
within 10% and 30% of the measured values for tangential and
normal components respectively.

Espinosa et al. [6] modeled 2D orthogonal cutting and 3D
oblique cutting models using SPH. The comparison of chip mor-
phology and cutting forces with experiments was done. Also,
some specific aspects of implementation of SPH in LS-DYNA
is provided. For example, artificial viscosity (they observed

smoothness of von Mises stress when the default value of Q2
was changed to 0.5), use of renormalized formulation (observed
more realistic modeling of chip curve) and observation of
numerical instability (taken care by increasing the tool velocity
by ten times).

Schwer [7] has some important notes regarding artificial
viscosity and Johnson Cook failure model in SPH simulations.
He stated that he was informed by Lacome (developer of SPH
in LS-DYNA) that the linear viscosity coefficient Q2 should be
increased from default 0.06 to 1.00. But in absence of Johnson
Cook failure model led to decrease in average particle residual
speed to a very low value as compared to experiments. Upon
inclusion of the failure criteria, the speed was comparable to the
experiments. This can be a “calibration” parameter of a model
to obtain better agreement with experimental observations.

Villumsen et al. [8] developed 3D orthogonal cutting model
of AL 6082-T6 in LS-DYNA using SPH. Detailed set-up of
model in LS-DYNA is provided in the paper. Sensitivity analysis
to evaluate the model is performed. SPH parameters, namely
particle resolution (observed affecting convergence of result),
mass scaling (concluded as not an adequate way to reduce
calculation time), process time scaling (concluded as effective
with reasonable assumption for analysis) and friction (observed
that force curves have increasing tendency with increase in
friction) significantly affected force output. Little or no effect
on force output is reported by the changing the parameters like
MEMORY on the *CONTROL SPH card, CLSH on *SECTION
SPH card, interval between data written to RCFORCE file
and penalty and soft contact formulation. Chip formation and
obtained force output is found to be in good agreement with the
experimental results.

Avachat et al. [9] investigated orthogonal machining of AISI
1045 with the focus on the effect of the three most important
parameters, namely, the smoothing length, particle density and
SPH formulation on chip morphology and stress distribution.The
sensitivity of chip morphology and stresses to Johnson-Cook
parameters for AISI 1045 steel is also investigated.

Madaj et al. [10] performed orthogonal simulations of
A2024-T351 alloy using SPH. They observed that chip segmen-
tation can be controlled by setting the Johnson-Cook failure
parameters (D1-D5 values) and EFMIN value (the minimum
required strain for failure or the lower bound for strain at
fracture). They evaluated the effect of friction on cutting forces
and concluded that higher friction coefficient led to the higher
chip radius, lower shear plane angle and thicker chip, higher
plastic strain values and higher average cutting force. They
noted the need for investigation of material models to examine
their usability for SPH simulations.
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Xi et al. [11] developed machining models to study the ther-
mally assisted machining of Ti6Al4V and studied the influence
of the initial workpiece temperature on the chip formation and
cutting force. To reduce the computation time, the coupled SPH-
FE model was developed with workpiece discritized by SPH par-
ticles near the tool (high deformation zone) and meshed by FE
mesh away from the tool. Chip segmentation and cyclic cutting
force was observed.

2 Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) method
Smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) is a meshfree,

Langrangian method introduced by Gingold and Monaghan [4]
and Lucy in 1977 for astrophysical applications. However, due
to its advantages, the method being increasingly used solid and
fluid mechanics. In this method, the body is discretized into par-
ticles. Each particle has a set of state variables associated with
them. The particle interacts with the neighboring particles which
are within its domain of influence (support domain). Smooth-
ing or kernel functions provide the weighted contributions from
the neighboring particles to the state variables associated with
each particle at any instant of time. The discretized conservation
equations along with constitutive equations are solved to obtain
the time variation of the state variables. The method is described
in detail in [12], [13].

At the core of the SPH method is the smoothing function or
kernel function. The kernel function smoothes out the neighbour-
ing particle’s contribution to a property field based on distance
from the respective particle. The influences of the neighbouring
particle reduces with the increasing distance. The summation
form of a property field f at position ra is given by

〈 f (ra)〉=
N

∑
b=1

W (rab,h) f (rb)
mb

ρb . (1)

Here, W (rab,h) is the smoothing function, rab = |ra− rb| is the
distance of neighbouring particle at position rb from the particle
at ra, h is called smoothing length, ρ is the density of particle
and m is the mass of the particle. Clearly, Eqn. (1) calculates the
value of a property at a point using the summation of the values
of the property at the neighbouring particles, weighted by the
kernel function, as illustrated in Fig. 1.

2.1 Discrete form of Conservation laws
The conservation laws are discretized using Eqn. (1). For

example, the conservation of mass in summation approximation

FIGURE 1. A schematic of a smoothing kernel function.

is written as,

<
Dρa

Dt
> =

N

∑
b=1

mb
(

va
i − vb

i

)
∂W ab

∂xa
i

. (2)

Here, ρ is the density, m is mass, v is velocity and xi are the co-
ordinates. The evolution of density is governed by this equation.

Similarly, the conservation of linear momentum is written
as,

<
Dva

i
Dt

> =
N

∑
b=1

mb

(
σ a

i j

(ρa)2 +
σ b

i j

(ρb)
2 −Πi j

)
∂W ab

∂xa
j

. (3)

Here, σ is the total stress tensor and Πi j is the artificial viscosity
term accounting for numerical instability during discontinuity,
for example shock. The equation of conservation of linear mo-
mentum evolves the forces on the particles during the simulation.
The conservation of angular momentum is satisfied explicitly by
the SPH formulation.

The conservation of energy is written as,

<
DUa

Dt
>=

1
2

N

∑
b=1

mb

(
pa

(ρa)2 +
pb

(ρb)
2

)
vab

j
∂W ab

∂ ra
j

+
µa

2ρa ε
a
i jε

a
i j .

(4)
Here, U is internal energy per unit mass, p is isotropic pressure
component of the total stress tensor σ , µ is dynamic viscosity,
and ε is the shear strain rate.

2.2 Equation of state
The equation of state (EOS) determines pressure p as a func-

tion of local density ρ and other material property variables. For
machining simulations, Mie-Grüneisen equation has been widely
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used and is given by the following equations. For compression,
(µ > 0),

p =
ρ0C2µ

[
1+
(
1− γ0

2

)
µ− b

2 µ2
]

[
1− (S1−1)µ−S2

µ2

µ+1 −S3
µ3

(µ+1)2

]2 +(γ0 +bµ)e , (5)

and for tension, (µ < 0),

p = ρ0C2
µ +(γ0 +bµ)e . (6)

Here, C is the bulk speed of sound, µ = ρ/ρ0 − 1, ρ is
current density, ρ0 is reference density, γ0 is Grüneisen gamma,
S1,S2 and S3 are Hugoniot slope coefficients, b is the first order
volume correction to γ0 and e is the internal energy per initial
volume. The parameters C,γ0,S1,S2,S3 and b define EOS of the
material.

2.3 Material model
The total stress tensor σ consists of the hydrostatic pressure

p and the deviatoric stress S, given, in component form, by,

σi j =−pδi j +Si j . (7)

The deviatoric stress is evolved using Jaumann rate and is
expressed as,

Ṡi j = 2G
(

di j−
δi jdkk

3

)
+Sikw jk +S jkwik . (8)

Here, G is shear modulus, d is strain rate tensor and w is rotation
tensor given by,

di j =
1
2

(
∂vi

∂x j
+

∂v j

∂xi

)
, wi j =

1
2

(
∂vi

∂x j
−

∂v j

∂xi

)
. (9)

The inelastic behaviour of the workpiece is modelled using
the Johnson-Cook material model given by,

σeq =
(
A+Bε

n
p
)︸ ︷︷ ︸

Strain hardening

[
1+C log

(
ε̇p

ε̇0

)]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Strain rate sensitivity

[
1−
(

T −T0

Tm−T0

)m]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Thermal softening

.

(10)
Here, σeq is flow stress, A, B, C, n, m are material constants.
Furthermore, εp is the equivalent plastic strain, ε̇p is the plastic

strain-rate, ε̇0 is a reference strain-rate, Tm is the melting temper-
ature, and T0 is a reference temperature.

In addition to the constitutive material model, Johnson-Cook
damage model is used by Mandaj et.al. to simulate failure and is
given by,

ε f = [D1 +D2 exp(D3σ
∗)]︸ ︷︷ ︸

Pressure dependence

[1+D4 ln|ε̇∗|]︸ ︷︷ ︸
Strain rate

[1+D5T ∗]︸ ︷︷ ︸
Temperature

.
(11)

Here, ε f is the equivalent fracture strain and D1−D5 are mate-
rial constants. Fracture occurs when the cumulative equivalent
plastic strain equals ε f . The damage of an element, D is defined
based on a cumulative damage law, represented by,

D = ∑
∆εp

ε f
. (12)

D equals unity signifies fracture. The stress tensor in the
material undergoing deformation is given by the scalar damage
equation,

σD = (1−D)σeq . (13)

It is noteworthy that the particles reaching equivalent frac-
ture strain are deleted from the SPH calculations. But, the mass
and energy of these particles are retained. This ensure the conser-
vation of mass and momentum. This is contrary to FEM, where
the elements are completely deleted due to high distortion.

2.4 Calculation cycle
A typical SPH calculation cycle [14] is shown in Fig 2. Af-

ter the initialization, consisting of domain discritization, assign-
ing material properties and boundary conditions, the conserva-
tion equations along with constitutive equations are solved by an
explicit time integration using Leap Frog algorithm. Bucket sort
algorithm is used for the neighbourhood search.

3 Model description
Turning operation is three dimensional in nature. However,

it is simplified to two dimensions with plane strain assumption
when the depth of cut, denoted by ap, is much bigger than the
uncut chip thickness, denoted by f . This simplification reduces
the computational time of the simulation significantly. Figure 3
shows the zone of simulation for the 2D model.

The model parameters for both the models are chosen ac-
cording to Mandaj et al. [10], so that there is no need of experi-
ment (the result of SPH model is already compared with the ex-
periment) and the simulation result of models can be compared.
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Domain discretization
with Particles

Material Properties

Initial / bound-
ary conditions

Initialization

Sorting,Smoothing
Length

Density, strain rates

Pressure, thermal
energy, stresses

Particle forces

Accelerations

Velocity / Position

FIGURE 2. The calculation cycle of SPH.

FIGURE 3. 2D simplification of Turning operation

The workpiece dimensions are 5.8 mm × 1.0 mm × 0.05 mm.
Tool rake angle is 17.5◦, clearance angle is 7◦ and tip radius of 20
µm. The depth of cut (ap) is 4 mm and the uncut chip thickness
( f ) is 0.4 mm.

3.1 The SPH model
The SPH model considered consists of the workpiece dis-

cretized completely by particles and the tool by FE elements. The
SPH particles are equispaced in all the directions with an inter-
particle spacing of 0.025 mm. This leads to a total of 18,560 SPH
particles representing the workpiece. The SPH model is shown
in Fig. 4. The particle spacing leads to only two layers in the

z-direction. However, since the particles are constrained from
moving in the z-direction, the number of layers in z-direction is
not relevant to the results of this investigation.

3.2 The SPH-FE coupled model
In the SPH-FE coupled model, the workpiece is divided into

two parts. The upper part, where the deformation is high and
cutting takes place, is modelled with SPH particles. The lower
part is meshed with FEM elements. With this modification, the
number of SPH particles decreases by around 50% to 8,816. The
SPH-FE coupled model is shown in Fig. 5. The coupling of
SPH particles with FE mesh is done by constraining the bottom
layer of SPH particles with FE mesh by using the node to sur-
face constraining algorithm. Here, the SPH elements are con-
sidered as slave part and the finite elements are considered as
master part. The acceleration of each slave node is then interpo-
lated from the master segment containing its contact points [14].
Also, for proper coupling, three rows of SPH elements are kept
between the FE mesh and uncut part of SPH elements. This is
based on the recommendations by LS-DYNA expats.

FIGURE 4. The SPH model.

FIGURE 5. The coupled SPH-FE model.
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TABLE 1. Physical properties of Workpiece and Tool [15].

Property Workpiece Tool

Density, ρ (kg/m3) 2700 11900

Young’s Modulus, E (GPa) 73 534

Poisson’s ratio, µ 0.33 0.22

Specific heat, Cp (J/Kg K-1) 875 -

Tmelt, (K) 793 -

Troom, (K) 300 300

TABLE 2. Johnson-Cook parameters of workpiece (A2024-351) [15].

Parameter A (MPa) B(MPa) n C m

Value 352 440 0.42 0.09 1.03

Parameter D1 D2 D3 D4 D5

Value 0.13 0.13 -1.50 0.011 0

3.3 Boundary conditions
For both the models, the tool is given the cutting velocity

of 800 m/min in the negative x-direction and completely con-
strained in all the other directions. The workpiece is fully con-
strained on the left and bottom sides. Note that for the SPH-FE
coupled model, the boundary condition is applied on FEM ele-
ments and SPH particles. For plane strain assumption, the mo-
tion of all the SPH particles and FEM elements of workpiece and
tool is fully constrained in the z-direction (normal to the plane).

3.4 Material model and properties
The workpiece material is aluminium alloy A2024-351 and

the tool material is made of an uncoated cemented carbide. The
physical properties of workpiece and tool are given in Table 1.
The workpiece is modelled using Johnson-Cook material model
with Johnson-Cook damage model, given in Table 2. The tool is
considered as rigid.

4 Result
All the results shown in the following are for the time when

cutting is complete.

4.1 Chip formation
The chip formation for the SPH model and SPH-FE cou-

pled model is shown in Fig. 6 for four different times. The top
row of figures correspond to the SPH model and the bottom row
corresponds to the SPH-FE model. The chip shape of the SPH
model is consistent is with that obtained in [10]. Furthermore,

FIGURE 6. Chip shape at four different times as predicted by the
SPH and SPH-FE models. The top row represents the SPH predictions
whereas the bottom row corresponds to the SPH-FE model.

the chip shape predicted by the SPH-FE model is the same as
that predicted by the SPH model at all the four times. The fig-
ure also illustrates the ability of SPH method to simulate large
deformations occurring during the machining operations. The
chip separation, chip curl and self-contact ( and highly distorted
meshes) are major challenges in Lagrangian FE formulations but
easily handled by the SPH method.

Figures 7 and 8 show the distribution of von Mises stress
and plastic strain respectively for the SPH model. Again, the re-
sults shown in these figures are consistent with [10]. The von
Mises stress and plastic strain distribution for the coupled SPH-
FE model are shown in Figs. 10 and 11 respectively. Clearly,
these results are almost identical to those from the SPH model.
Furthermore, it may be observed from these figures that the
smoothness of stress distribution across the interface validates
the proper coupling between SPH particles and FEM elements.

Another field variable of importance is the damage parame-
ter D. In Figs. 9 and 12, the damage variable (D) contour plots
are provided for SPH model and coupled SPH-FE model respec-
tively. The results match with each other. Moreover, direct cor-
respondence between the plastic strain plot Fig. 8 and damage
variable Fig. 11 can be observed. The damage variable is close to
unity for the region where plastic strain is more than 0.65 (value
of ε f used in [10]).

4.2 Cutting force

Finally, in Fig. 13, the cutting force predictions are com-
pared. The average cutting force predicted by the SPH model
is 904 N whereas it is 911 N for the coupled SPH-FE model.
Thus, based on these observations, it is clear that the two mod-
els provide essentially the same results although in the SPH-FE
problem, the number of SPH particles is around 50% less than
that in the SPH model.
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FIGURE 7. von Mises stress distribution for the SPH model.

FIGURE 8. Plastic strain distribution predicted by the SPH model.

FIGURE 9. Damage variable (D) for SPH model

4.3 Simulation time
The SPH-FE model took approximately 77 minutes whereas

the SPH model took approximately 144 minutes. Clearly, the
SPH-FE model offers the advantage of faster run times while
predicting results almost identical to the SPH model. This ben-
efit in computation time is because of reduction in number of
SPH particles and also the reduction in the contact domain size

FIGURE 10. von Mises stress for coupled SPH-FE model.

FIGURE 11. Plastic strain distribution for coupled SPH-FE model.

FIGURE 12. Damage variable (D) for SPH-FE coupled model.

of SPH particles in the model. Thus, it may be concluded that
the more realistic simulations of machining operations including
three-dimensional simulations of cutting can be be performed
without loss of much accuracy by using the coupled SPH-FE
models while retaining the benefits that SPH method has for ma-
chining operations.
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FIGURE 13. Cutting force evolution with time.

FIGURE 14. von Mises stress distribution.

4.4 Application to Micro-cutting
The approach of coupling SPH and FE is also applied to the

micro-cutting of OFHC copper. The model parameters for both
the models are chosen according to Zhao et al. [16]. Figure 14
shows the distribution of von Mises stress for the SPH model
and coupled SPH-FE model. The results match with each other.
Also, the cutting force is 15 N for SPH model vs 15.1 N for the
coupled SH-FE model. However, there is 43% reduction in the
computation cost.

5 Discussion
The SPH-FE coupling has been used by various researchers

for applications like metal machining [11], bone cutting [17] and
hyper-velocity impact [18], [19]. The conclusion of these studies
is that the SPH method is more accurate for the high deforma-
tion applications. However, to the author’s knowledge, no direct
study for comparing the result of the SPH method and the cou-
pled SPH-FE model for the machining application has been done.

TABLE 3. Simulation time with mesh refinement

Test case SPH FE Time (min)

Coarse SPH 18560 687 144

Refined SPH 62640 687 971

Coarse coupled SPH-FE 9280 1267 77

Refined coupled SPH-FE 31320 1267 522

In line with the result in [19], the computation time increases
drastically with the mesh refinement of SPH particles, as shown
in Table 5. Calculation of interaction of particle with its neigh-
bour is the major contributing factor [13].This drastic increase in
computation time with the mesh refinement clearly suggests for
the use of the coupled SPH-FE method.

Another advantage of using the coupled SPH-FE model is
that it reduces the zone of SPH, leading to less increase in the
number of SPH particles on mesh refinement. This is because
of the fact that the mesh refinement for the SPH is done in all
three dirctions, as the accuracy of the SPH method depends on
the uniform distribution of SPH particles [20].

6 Conclusion
In this study, a comparison of two simulation models,

namely SPH model, with workpiece completely modelled by
SPH particles and coupled SPH-FE model, with workpiece mod-
elled by SPH particles and FE mesh, is done to simulate the ma-
chining of aluminium alloy A2024-351 and the micro-cutting of
OFHC copper. The chip profile, von Mises stress and plastic
strain match closely. The reduction of 40% in simulation time
is the advantage of the coupled SPH-FE model. This becomes
important given the fact that SPH simulations are computation
expensive. This benefit becomes more significant for modeling
three-dimensional machining problems efficiently.
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